### Conflict of Interest (MP 75)

#### Discussion item MP Member

**AMC_731**: Asking clarification about subst data (AMS-14: Thermal energy production with or without electricity)
- Other Parties: N/A
- Project participant(s)/proponent(s)/other stakeholder(s): Mr. Won-tae Kim

**AM_CLA_0278**: Calculation of parameter My:
- Other Parties: N/A
- Project participant(s)/proponent(s)/other stakeholder(s): TÜV NORD CERT GmbH

**AM_CLA_0276**: Request for clarification for the multipurpose use of hydropower reservoirs under ACM0002.
- Other Parties: N/A
- Project participant(s)/proponent(s)/other stakeholder(s): ENERGY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION Ltd.

#### Any other item on the agenda of MP 75

In case of a real or perceived conflict of interest relating to any other item on the agenda of MP 75, please indicate this here.

**Legend:**
- ● grey cell: member not present at the meeting
- ● *: member has made the conflict of interest declaration to the UNFCCC secretariat
- ● X: member declared a conflict of interest
- ● number: member made a special statement with regard to conflict of interest (see below)

**Special statements:** N/A